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By Miri Rotkovitz

Sonoma Press, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 235 x 190 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Jerry Seinfeld s fictional dentist Tim Whatley famously converted to
Judaism for the jokes, but if there s one thing that defines Jewish culture as much as humor it s
food. This touching, insightful, and versatile cookbook celebrates the storied and flavorful kosher
recipes that characterize and continue to reinvent Jewish food culture from the perspective of a
mother and food blogger whose cooking is deeply influenced by her bubbe (grandmother). It
includes: Generational perspectives on keeping kosher and how observance and the foods we eat
have changed through the years Each recipe chapter features a couple of bubbe s best recipes
paired with modern updates, plus a handful of fresh, original recipes for today s kosher families
Recipes written with kosher as well as common dietary restrictions and adaptations in mind,
including vegetarian/vegan, gluten-free, and dairy-free Stories and guest recipes from well-known
kosher chefs and cookbook authors, including Ronnie Fein, Kim Kushner, and others Sample
holiday menus for major and minor Jewish holidays Whether you like it bubbe s way or prefer fresh
and healthy takes on keeping kosher, you...
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new eBook with a brand new viewpoint. Yes, it is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You wont truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Ma r g ie Ja skolski-- Ma r g ie Ja skolski

The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading
a written publication.
-- K ia r r a  Schultz  III--  K ia r r a  Schultz  III
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